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Free Craft Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
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Lamp Shade
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SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner

SIZE: Varies

As desired

CORRECTIONS: None as of Sep 10, 2013. To check for later updates, click here.

MATERIALS
• 515-309 Lion Brand

Imagine Yarn: Strawberry
Fields
   2  Balls (A)

• 860-145 Lion Brand
Vanna's Choice Yarn:
Eggplant
   1  Ball (B)

• Lion Brand Large-Eye
Blunt Needles (Set of 6)   

• Additional Materials
Lamp shade
Sewing needle and thread

*Imagine (Article #515). Prints: 40% Acrylic, 30%
Wool, 30% Nylon
Metallic: 38% Acrylic, 30% Wool, 30% Nylon, 2%
Metallic Polyester; package size: 1.40oz/40.00 gr.
(8yds/7m) pull skeins

*Vanna's Choice® (Article #860). 100% Premium Acrylic
400, 401, 403: 92% Acrylic, 8% Rayon
402: 96% Acrylic, 4% Rayon; package size: Solids: 3.5
oz (100 g), 170 yards (156 m)
Prints, Tweeds, & Heathers: 3 ozs (85 g) , 145 yards
(133 meters)
Twists: 2.5 oz (70 g), 121 yards (111 meters)

 

GAUGE:

Exact gauge is not essential to this project.

LAMPSHADE
Unwind one hank of A.
Sew one end of yarn to top of shade. Thread blunt needle with a strand of B.
Gently wrap A once around shade. Continue wrapping and as you wrap, whipstitch top edge of this second wrap to
the lower edge of the first wrap.
Continue in this way until shade is covered.
Trim end of A and, with sewing needle and thread, sew yarn end to shade.
Top Trim
Cut a length of B long enough to encircle top of shade + 4 in. (10 cm).
Cut a length of A twice the circumference of top of shade. Draw B through A to gather B so that the resulting circle
is the circumference of top of shade.
With B, whip stitch trim to top of shade, wrapping B over trim in places to make 'poufs' of yarn.
Lower Edge Trim
Make same as top trim.

 



 

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual
knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!

For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!

When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of our yarns
anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.

34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011
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